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1. Let K be a Galois extension of an algebraic number field k and U
the unit group of the idele group K. O denotes the global unit group of
K. N/ denotes the norm map from K to k].
In our paper [2], we have proved the following isomorphism
( )
(Y}(1) (UK. K)) (Y)(1) U)(N}(1) K )
(0; N/ K ) / N/O.
In this paper, this result will be generalized by usi,ng the cohomological
language.
2. First, we consider the ollowing commutative diagram of cochain
complexes with exact rows and columns.
0
0

B-

0

A

0

>

0

0

Le us denote the connecting homomorhisms derived from (1) by
8 H(A) H * (A),
N(A) H*(B),
r" H(C) H*(A),
( e Z).
r" H(C) H * (A)
We denote the homomorhism H(A)H(A) induced from by he same

"

.

,

,,,

symbol
he homomorhisms
are defined in a simib, b,
lar way. hen, by the elementary diagram chasing, we have he following
lemma.
Lemma. With the otatio
aboe, we have the ollowi iomophisms

(2)
(3)

-

H(B)/(Im +Im b)-Ker a Ker H/’(A,),
H(A) (Im +Im ’) Ker b V Ker cH(B).
Proof. Proo of (2). Since Im b=Ker b, we have
Hr(B) / (Ira + Im b) b(H(B)) / b(H(A)).
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From the fact that

[Vol. 64 (A),

b=a and Im a= Ker 5, we have

b2(Hr(B2)) b29(Hr(A)) 51b2(Hr(B.)).
Let us show the equality 5b.(Hr(B))=KeraOKer. a(5b)=(a5)b=O
and 91(31b)=(91l)b=b=O. Hence we have
3b(H(B)) cKer a Ker
On the other hand, for any x e Ker a Ker there exists an element y of
H(A) such that 8(y)=x. From the fact (x)=0, we have 5(y)=3(y)=
(x)=0. Since Ker 5= Im b, there exists an element z e H(BO such that
In the
y= b(z). Hence x=b(z). Therefore b(H(B))Ker a Ker

,,

.

.

same way as above, we can easily verify the isomorphism (3).
3. K,/ being as above, we denote the Galois group of K/k by G. U
is the unit group of the idele group K and the multiplicative group K is
considered to be a subgroup of K. Then the global uait group
K We denote the principal ideal group of K by P. Then we have the
following commutative diagram of G-modules with exact rows and columns.
0
0

.

0

(4)

>0

al

bl

0

u/o:

>

K

a

> UK. K

> PK

>0

P

>0

u/o;:

0
0
Then the eoehain complexes derived from this diagram satisfies the assumption of the lemma. From the ease (2,) for r=- 1, we have the isomorphism

H-I(G, U:.K)/(bI(H-(G, U,:))+92(H-(G,K)))
Ker al f Ker 1 cH(G, 0:).
Here H-I(G, U: .K)/(bl(H-I(G, U,:)+(H-I(G, K)) is isomorphic to (N(1)
f (U. K)) (N)(1) f U)(N-(1) K). On the other hand, from the fact
that H(G, U)--H(G, K.) is injeetive, we have
Ker 91- Ker (H(G, O:)---->H(G, UK)) Ker (H(G, 0) >H(G, U. K)).

Hence
Ker 91 Ker al= Ker (H(G, 0:) >H(G, K)).
Therefore Ker a Ker 91 Ker a (0: f Nz K ) NzO: for this ease.
Henee we have obtained the isomorphism (.). Several similar results and
the applications to the number theory will be published elsewhere.
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